Interprocess communication
( IPC )
operating system mechanisms to provide controlled
exception to the “solitary confinement”
confinement” policy normally
enforced between processes

David Morgan

Various kinds of IPC
files
 pipes
 shared memory




honorable mention: sockets (i.e. network)
– like IPC: achieves inter-process talk
– unlike IPC: the processes are (generally) on
different machines so this is not purely an OS
feature
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Two processes’ accessible memory
(OS prohibits sharing)
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Operating systems make a point of memory isolation, by default –
confining processes to their own assigned memory only

Provide a “shared segment”
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Provide a network “socket”

Generic socket communication between processes on different computers

1 problem, 4 solutions


Problem – getting data between the 2 processes



Solutions – send the data through:
–
–
–
–

files
pipes
shared memory
sockets
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Danger – race condition
multiple processes read/write data
 race condition means


– result is not deterministic
– depends on execution order of processes’
instructions


examples
– server writes, client reads before server finishes
– client reads, server writes before client finishes
– client gets neither intended “before” nor “after”

Some comparisons
range

file

race condition avoidance
responsibility/mediation

intra-machine application
(unless filesystem is net-shared)

shared
intra-machine application
memory
pipe
intra -machine kernel
socket

inter-machine kernel
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Avoiding race conditions
concurrency control possibilities for apps


locks
– read lock, “I am reading, writers should wait
till I’m done but anyone can read”
– write lock, “I am writing, everyone should wait
till I’m done”



implementations
– file locks
– semaphores

background tutorial
shared memory


a chunk (“segment”) of memory in user space
– cf. pipe, a chunk (“buffer”) in kernel space




independent/outside of any process’s memory
but sharing processes get normal memory pointers to it
– used equivalently to their own memory



read/write it with usual pointer-based memory access
functions
– strcpy( )
– sprintf( )
– memcpy( )
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Managing shared memory segments
action

function call

description

create

shmget( )

allocates a shared memory
segment

attach

shmat( )

attach one to calling
process’s address space

use

detach

regular pointeroriented functions
( eg strcpy( ) )
shmdt( )

destroy

shmctl( )

(i.e., get pointer)

write/read the shared
memory same way as any
memory
detach an attached one
from address space
mark one for destruction
(when detached from all)

Essentials of exercising shared memory
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background tutorial
fcntl
file
locking

A client and server example
- time service a client asks a server for the time
 the server tells the client the time
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File-based time service – a script version

server writes time to file every second

client reads from file

File-based time service – a C version
server/writer

client/reader
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fifo/pipe-based time service





fifo appears
in filesystem, but
fifo is a memory
buffer
fifo content is in
memory, not disk

Shared-memory-based time service

server writes
client reads
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race condition vulnerability?


file version – vulnerable
– access to files not managed by kernel
need
– nor by our file programs rewrite!



pipe version – not vulnerable
– access to pipes managed by kernel



shared mem version – vulnerable
– access to shared mem not managed by kernel
need
– nor by our shared mem program rewrite!

Needed rewrites or new versions


file-based
– let’s protect this one with file locks



shared mem based
– let’s protect this one with semaphores
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File-based version
– protected with file locks
server/writer

client/reader

Background tutorial – semaphores

One if by land! Two if by sea!!
Listen, my children, and you shall hear
Of the midnight ride of Paul Revere,
On the eighteenth of April, in Seventy-Five:
Hardly a man is now alive
Who remembers that famous day and year.
He said to his friend, “If the British march
By land or sea from the town to-night,
Hang a lantern aloft in the belfry-arch
Of the North-Church-tower, as a signal-light,-One if by land, and two if by sea;
And I on the opposite shore will be,
Ready to ride and spread the alarm
Through every Middlesex village and farm,
For the country-folk to be up and to arm.”
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
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Background tutorial – semaphores
kernel variables, global among processes
 created in sets of 1 or more
 used to coordinate occurrence of other things


(usually actions that access resources)

Example
two processes – one reads, one writes the same
resource, periodically/asynchronously
 avoid danger of simultaneous operation


– writer waits till nobody’s reading
– reader waits till nobody’s writing


how does one know whether another’s operating?
– whenever anyone operates, they advertise it
– via semaphore (globally, publicly visible)
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mechanism






create a 2-semphore semaphore set
– utilize one (R) to represent the number of readers
– and the other (W) to represent the number of writers
writers must:
– wait for R to become 0, and increment W
atomic action set
– proceed to write the resource
– decrement W
readers must:
– wait for W to become 0, and increment R
atomic action set
– proceed to read the resource
– decrement R

A semaphore set
it can mediate access to shared memory
memory

user space
shared memory segment

Process C

Process A
Process B

open
read

The OS

kernel space

…
fork
exec

R

W

a semaphore set
two semaphores
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mechanism
there are defined numeric actions on
semaphores in a set
 they are performed all-or-none as a
transaction
(“atomic” “indivisible”)
 kernel-mediated:


kernel provides one-process-at-a-time "possession" of semaphores;
so programmer by extension, making semaphore possession any
code's prerequisite makes that code, too, one-process-at-a-time
kernel polices programs' semaphore accesses
semaphores, in turn, can police programs' resource accesses
think of them as a way for your program to make
1) other, cooperatively coded programs wait for yours and
2) your program wait for them

Main system calls
semget( ) – create or return semaphore set
 semctl( ) – control a semaphore set


– e.g. set the value of one of its semaphores
– e.g. remove it


semop( ) – control a semaphore
– e.g. increment it
– e.g. decrement it
– e.g. block if it’s nonzero (i.e. wait for it to become zero)
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Shared-mem-based version
– semaphore-protected server, setup
unprotected version:

protected verion:

Shared-mem-based version
– semaphore-protected server, main()
unprotected version:

protected version:

writing happens here
(critical section)

protection is here
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Shared-mem-based version
– semaphore-protected server, functions

semop() on a semaphore
if sem_op
is zero
block till semaphore equals 0
is positive
increment the semaphore
is negative
decrement the semaphore

Shared-mem-based version
– semaphore-protected client
unprotected version:

protected version:

reading happens here
(critical section)

protection is here
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Shared-mem-based version
– semaphore-protected client, functions

reader-writer interplay - putting it together
SHM

client/reader

shared mem segment
in user mem

server writer

1

3
Proceed when
nobody’s reading
SHM

proceed when
nobody’s writing
SHM
advertise you’ll
be reading
SHM
2

0/R

advertise you’ll
be writing
SHM
4

1/W
2-semaphore
semaphore set
in kernel mem

“unadvertise”

atomic

this code doesn’t read or write SHM, the code it protects does
0/R = semaphore used to track reading
1/W = semaphore used to track writing

atomic

2 prevents 3, therefore 4 ; 4 prevents 1, therefore 2
(reading prevents writing; writing prevents reading)
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Summary *
ipc
communication
medium

files

range
intra-host

race condition
avoidance
responsibility
application

race condition
avoidance
mechanisms

our demo programs

protection

fcntl( )

file_ts.sh/file_tc.sh

unprotected

semaphores

file_ts-lockless.c/
file_tc-lockless.c

unprotected

file_ts.c/file_tc.c

fcntl( )

pipes (fifo’s)

intra-host

kernel

n/a

fifo_ts.c/fifo_tc.c

kernel

shared
memory

intra-host

application

semaphores

shm_ts.c/shm_tc.c

unprotected

shm_ts2.c/shm_tc2.c

semaphores

network
sockets

inter-host

n/a

n/a

kernel

n/a

* credit for concept, inspiration, and code samples to Understanding Unix/Linux Programming, Bruce Molay
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